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I had half of this message written last week, just
prior to the sudden outbreak of new coronavirus
cases that began in Sydney, resulting in a
lockdown here, and that is popping up in other
parts of the country. I began last week by musing
that it would be safe to say that the entire world
is suffering from Covid fatigue. Even here in Australia where
the total case load is a tiny fraction of that in most other
countries around the world, is there not an increasing sense of
“enough is enough?”

With the exception of Victoria State, up until last weekend, our
lockdowns in Australia had begun to seem almost as distant
memories; although the impacts otherwise continue to linger in
various ways: yes, the congregation can sing this week – oh,
wait a minute, there was a case in Bondi, so no singing, and put those masks back on! And then
of course, not only no singing, but full lockdown once again.
To be sure, from a statistical perspective, there have been some very draconian measures
throughout, and very inconsistent restrictions prior to the renewed lockdown (pubs and sports
stadiums – sure; churches – only small numbers); yet, in comparison to the rest of the world, we
must surely be thankful that those measures appear to have been very effective indeed. The
Australian total cases per million population of 1,188 places us 188th on the worldwide list. If we
compare our 1,188 cases/million with other countries in which the Ordinariates are located we
see: USA 103,747 per million (No. 15 worldwide); the United Kingdom 70,352 (No. 49 – but at
risk of moving up the list as they are currently logging over 20,000 new cases per day); Canada
37,175 (No. 82).
There is a curious but encouraging thing in all of this as regards the Ordinariates. Not just here in
Australia, but in the other two Ordinariates, even during the lock-down periods where Ordinariate
priests resorted to creative ways, including but also well beyond livestreaming Masses, to ensure
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that the faithful were still able to avail themselves of the Sacrament of the Altar. Setting up altars
outside of the church building, celebrating Mass there, and then distributing Communion to the
faithful who had been participating, in a proper socially-distanced manner, in the parking lot or
outside of chapels was one such arrangement.
Even though I had continued to livestream Mass daily, it now
has returned to an even more essential ministry, especially
for those about the country who are locked out of their
respective church buildings, and cannot physically attend
Mass.
Over the past 18 months, there have been many and various
opinions expressed regarding the appropriateness of locking
down church buildings. While the Church in the realm of the
metaphysics of eternity maintains quite correctly that Her
ministry to the faithful, especially as regards the Mass, is
quite essential, governments around the world, without even
a pause, universally classified churches as non-essential, and
therefore slammed shut the doors. With the secularist
mindset in control, churches have had no option other than to
comply. Some have bravely defied the government restrictions, often with swift response by the
authorities.
Even as we might ponder the statement by Peter and John “on trial” in Acts Chapter 4, “Whether
it is right in the sight of God to listen to you rather than to God, you must judge…” and thus agree
with the argument of the essential nature of the Church’s ministry, we must nonetheless also
always keep at the forefront the “common good” aspect of the commandment to love others, not
just as ourselves, but above ourselves. For a largely unbelieving world, for whom the Sacrament
of the altar, the very Bread of Heaven is a meaningless abstraction, we are still bound by the
commandment to love, even perhaps moreso, certainly always by being prepared to share and
defend “the hope that is in us,” but also, by obvious physical example, showing not just obedience
to government mandates, but our care for the “good of the other, for the sake of the other.”
For us here in Australia, with the exception of Victoria State where approximately 2/3 of the Covid
positive cases nationwide have occurred, the total number of days of lockdown has been quite
small. Even as we prayed for our friends and relatives and all of Victoria through well over 100
days of lockdown, we were perhaps unaware that in other parts of the world, the isolation has been
much more prolonged. In my former “neck of the woods” in British Columbia, Canada, they have
endured over 300 days of lockdown, followed by months of limited attendance. Aside from people
being encouraged to pray more at home, they embraced creative ways to keep active ministry to
the faithful: (as above) a temporary altar on the steps outside of the church, and then distribute
Communion to the faithful while carefully maintaining the mandated distancing regulations.
Unlike the unfortunate statistics that are coming to light in the broader Catholic Church where
post-restriction attendance figures have dropped by about 30-40% and income by about 25%, the
attendance there, as is the case in many other Ordinariate parishes, has increased!
The Right Reverend Monsignor Carl Reid, PA
Ordinary
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Seminarian Snippets
Thoughts from the desk of a seminarian,
Bradley Le Guier for the Ordinariate of Our Lady of the Southern Cross
✠

You might be aware of St Augustine and St Monica. In his youth, St Augustine went more than
a little ‘off the rails’. St Monica, his mother, spent close to two decades praying for him and his
return to the fold, for him to ‘get back on track’.
They are pictured together here, in an image
inspired by a passage from St Augustine’s
autobiography Confessions. In that passage, St
Augustine recalls a conversation with his mother
when they spoke of heaven and its joys.
The joy of heaven is visibly written on St Monica’s
face, but St Augustine, ever the philosopher, is not
quite sure. The lighting the artist uses is no
coincidence; symbolic of the light of God, St
Monica is glowing while St Augustine is tentative,
not all the way there, and he seems to have only
just glanced up.
St Augustine recounts that this conversation
occurred shortly after his Baptism, and shortly
before St Monica’s death. In the passage, as in the
image, Augustine has begun to turn towards God,
but still has many questions.
Ary Scheffer, (1854). Saint Augustine and
Monica [Painting]. The National Gallery,
London.
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/ary
-scheffer-saints-augustine-and-monica

Perhaps this scene is all too familiar, recalling
events with our own loved ones: family and friends.
Times when we can only watch as they are ‘not
quite there’.
Challenged when we are
misunderstood, and communication fails. Unsure of, or deeply concerned, about a path they are
going down. Hurt as we watch them ruminate over questions to which we might not have answers.
Struggling under the weight of silence when we simply don’t know what to say, though we
desperately want to find the right words that could help them, to bring them out of whatever
struggle they are in.
We might spend this time wondering what to say, yet in the image St Monica is silent. The
uncomfortable reality is she is doing the right thing. Notice how she prays, keeping her eyes fixed
firmly and joyously on heaven, but notice also her hands; St Augustine’s less-philosophicallyinclined hand is clasped gently in hers. She holds his hand the way a mother would crossing the
road with her child. Wherever she is going, St Augustine will be going too. She is keeping him
close.
In caring for those close to us, prayer is the most important thing we can do. And St Monica has
learned to multitask; pray, and stay present to her son. She might not have the right words for
him, but she can pray he hears them when he needs to, from whom he needs to. Holding his hand,
she stays close as he goes through those difficulties, and has faith that where she is hoping to go,
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he is coming too.
✠

How are things going?
Semester 1 came to an end on Friday the 18th of June, and I’ve been able to get back to Perth for
the break. You might be aware of the lockdown in Sydney, and WA’s most recent border closure
to NSW; I was fortunate that I arrived in WA before either of those, though I did quarantine for a
few days. After my quarantine period ended I was able to spend time with family and catch up
with some friends before Perth entered its own lockdown. So far, a rollercoaster of a winter break!
I’m praying for a speedy end to these recent lockdowns across Australia.
I’m returning to Sydney in a just over a week for the formal commencement of Semester 2 at the
end of July.
✠
What are you hoping to do during the Winter Break?
Catching up with family and friends first of all. Most of them live in Perth, and it has been about
18 months since I have seen them.
I had hoped to do some sightseeing in Perth, especially spending some time in Fremantle. The
weather hasn’t been too permitting so far, unfortunately.
I’m hoping to do some reading; perhaps this lockdown will aid that! The Jeweller’s Shop, a play
by Pope John Paul II, is at the top of my list, though I might have to decide on something else
closer at hand, given the lockdown has limited my access to the library.
A movie or two will not go amiss either. I’ve been delaying watching the
BBC’s production of Hamlet with David Tennant and Patrick Stewart.
✠
Please pray for me, my formation, and for a restful break. Know that you
are in my prayers also.
Bradley Le Guier is a seminarian for the Ordinariate of Our Lady of the
Southern Cross. He is in his Third Year of formation for the Priesthood at
the Seminary of the Good Shepherd in Homebush, New South Wales.
Bradley is from Perth, Western Australia.


Goings On About the Ordinariate
The Eastertide Appeal has slowed to a
reminder that Mgr Reid livestreams Mass
trickle, after reaching approximately 40% of
the $30,000 target this year.
Many thanks indeed to those who have
donated to provide necessary support to our
current seminarians!
✠

every day from his small private chapel, on
the facebook page of the Ordinariate
(Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of the
Southern Cross). The normal time is 11am;
however, there are variations week by week
in order to accommodate various (Zoom)
meetings. The times for the week ahead are
posted either late on Saturday or early on

If the current state of lockdowns persists, a
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Sunday each week.
On Sundays, the
livestream is on the facebook page of the
Ordinariate Parish of St Bede’s at 12 noon.

pictured with the Bishop and her Grandfather
Fr Owen Buckton after the service.
✠
We’re starting training early in Sydney.
Here, Arthur Wells is helping Mgr Reid to
carry his crozier back to the sacristy after
Sunday Mass.

✠

Confirmation in Rockhampton
Bishop Michael McCarthy Confirmed Annie
Boswood (11 Yrs) at Holy Family Church,
Rockhampton recently. Annie and her

family are parishioners of the Ordinariate of
Our Lady of the Southern Cross based at St
Peter’s Church, Rockhampton.
She is


Divine Worship Office Book
Commonwealth Edition
With a projected print and delivery date of mid-September, the
Catholic Truth Society (CTS) is now taking pre-orders.
Initially, we had hoped to place a large, single order for
Australia but this turns out to be far less cost-effective than
placing many small orders (Qty 5, or so) in many places around
the country. There are two reasons: 1. When such orders
exceed $1000, then there are significant fees charged at the
Australian border entry for handling and GST; and, 2. Internal
shipping costs, once here in Australia will add to the cost
beyond ordering directly in small groups where distribution
can be made to others by hand.
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Therefore based on the chart below, as prepared with 25 June’s exchange rates, the
recommendation is for people to speak to their local Ordinariate priest, or band together otherwise,
and place orders for around 5 copies (to stay well below the $1000 mark):

I sent an example instruction in an email: “Sally orders 5 copies, paying the $521.59 herself, and then
collecting $104.32 each from Mary, Joseph, Peter and Paul. Sally, go to the CTS web site
(https://www.ctsbooks.org/product/daily-office/) and place the order from there.” In speaking to FedEx,
to ensure that we don’t incur the border/entry/GST fees, they emphasise that orders should be placed by
individuals (not companies or even parishes – where there might be suspicion that they are for resale).
Then, when Sally has her invoice from CTS, contact FedEx in your town or city to identify yourself as the
personal recipient.



On Divine Mercy and the Ironies of God
Sin matters to God and his holiness can never abide it. But sorrow matters more.
Regis Martin Blogs June 22, 2021
Reprinted with permission from the National Catholic Register

Giovanni Francesco Barbieri, “The Penitent St. Peter,” 1648 (photo: Public Domain)
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Let’s face it, there are few writers of
Christian persuasion who provide as copious
a testimony to the vileness of his life before
the grace and the mercy of God descended
into his soul in order to pry him loose from
deep and persisting habits of sin. Why else
does he call the most famous autobiography
in history the Confessions? It is not only the
longest letter addressed to God, but clearly
the most searingly honest and compelling
conversation a man could possibly have with
God. Who, in bending over his nothingness,
which Augustine painfully and at great
length laid bare before the Lord, nevertheless
mercifully sets him free from all the shackles
that had bound him to the darkness of sin.

If you happen to be in the irony industry,
intent therefore on cranking out endless
examples of that particular product, here is
one that only God could produce. It is the
story of King
David — “a man after God’s own heart,” we
are told — who founded the Judean dynasty
and managed to unite all the tribes of Israel
under a single monarch.
Who,
notwithstanding the highest possible praise
heaped upon him by Almighty God, turns out
to have been the same fellow who
treacherously arranged the murder of the man
whose wife he seduced.
Now there’s an irony for you. If it be true
that God writes straight with crooked lines,
then here surely are some of the most
crooked lines ever seen. And yet, however
shocking and perfidious his behavior
appears, doesn’t it more or less put him in the
same basket of deplorables in which the rest
of us may be found? Certainly, Christ’s
closest apostles behaved no better. Almost
without exception, they either betrayed or
denied or simply ran away while he — the
Absolutely Innocent One — was led away to
die.

And while we’re at it, let’s not forget the
author of “The Hound of Heaven,” Francis
Thompson, who goes on page after page
detailing the record of his villainy, which
despite its being the most thrilling
documentation of human sin, nevertheless
cannot outlast the overmastering mercy of a
God who shows himself in far greater pursuit
of his soul than poor Thompson ever was in
pursuit of bodily pleasure.
The Hound of God will have his hare in the
end, Thompson tells us. “Those strong Feet
that followed, followed after.” But always,
he assures us, “with unhurrying chase, / And
unperturbed pace,/ Deliberate speed,
majestic instancy, / They beat — and a Voice
beat / More instant than the Feet — / All
things betray thee, who betrayest Me.”

And let’s not forget the murderous Saul who,
not long after his Damascus experience,
confessed himself to have been “the least of
the apostles,” indeed, someone who does not
even deserve to bear the name. “Because,”
as he tells us in First Corinthians, “I
persecuted the Church of God.” How
sweeping an indictment is that? It is sheer
self-lacerating admission of guilt, an
acknowledgment no less that so depraved a
man that he was, God really had no business
raising him up to become the great Apostle to
the Gentiles.

As Jesus himself was to say to Blaise Pascal
on that memorable night in which he
appeared to him: “I have loved thee more
ardently than thou hast loved thy sins.”
So what are we to make of all this? That sin
simply does not matter to God, which is why
he seems so ready to forgive it? Not at all.
Sin matters supremely to God, because it is
an affront to his sovereign and eternal
prerogative as Creator and Ruler of the
universe that all creation be subject to his

And then there is the example of St.
Augustine, the chronicle of whose sins gave
Lord Byron a good reason to read him so that
he might then discover a few that he hadn’t
as yet committed.
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absolute and holy will — but most especially
creatures made in his image, for whom he
longs to confer the perfect likeness of his
Son. Why else did the Son of God become
man if not in order for us to become God? St.
Augustine nailed it succinctly in his
exhortation that we must “rejoice and give
thanks, for we have been made not
Christians, but we have been made Christ.”
And thus through the journey into divine
love, “we become incorporated into the Body
of Christ; and there will be one Christ loving
himself.”

deify us for an eternity of bliss in the
company of God.
Ah, but in the most stunning irony of all, the
Father permits all this to happen, suffering
the Son to undergo a most hideous and unjust
death, in order that he might then turn all the
tables of sin and death, Satan and his
countless comrades in iniquity, quite
completely on their head.
So, yes, sin matters to God and his holiness
can never abide it. But sorrow matters more.
Thus are we moved with the psalmist to cry
out, “A broken and contrite heart, O God,
Thou wilt not despise.”

But, of course, none of us obey, nor are we
especially moved by a summons even this
sublime; which is why we have all fallen
short of the holiness of God. Not only in
Adam’s fall have we sinned all, but in the
most unimaginably awful exercise of sin we
have all conspired to crucify Christ. We
killed the very One who came among us, not
only to deliver us from our sins, but in fact to

Regis Martin, S.T.D., is a professor of
theology and a faculty
associate with the Veritas
Center for Ethics in Public
Life
at
Franciscan
University of Steubenville,
Ohio. He podcasts at In Search Of The Still
Point.



Anniversaries This Month
ORDINATIONS
Father Ian Wilson – 18 July
BIRTHDAYS
Father Ron Wallis – 7 July
O Jesus, Eternal Priest, keep Thy priests within the shelter of
Thy Sacred Heart, where none may touch them. Keep
unstained their anointed hands, which daily touch Thy Sacred
Body. Keep unsullied their lips, daily purpled with Thy
Precious Blood. Keep pure and unworldly their hearts, sealed
with the sublime mark of the priesthood. Let Thy Holy Love
surround them from the world's contagion. Bless their
labours with abundant fruit, and may the souls to whom they
minister be their joy and consolation here and their
everlasting crown hereafter.
Mary, Queen of the Clergy, pray for us: obtain for us
numerous and holy priests. Amen.
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July – The Month of the Precious Blood

For the Readings at Mass and the Daily Offices please refer to the Prayer Resources tab on the
Ordinariate web page (www.ordinariate.org.au)
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
1 July
Feria of
Trinity 4
(St Oliver
Plunkett, Bp &
Mtr)

Friday
2 July
Feria of
Trinity 4

Saturday
3 July
ST
THOMAS,
APOSTLE

4 July
FIFTH
SUNDAY
AFTER
TRINITY

5 July
Feria of
Trinity 5
(St Anthony
Zaccaria,
Priest)

6 July
Feria of
Trinity 5
(St Maria
Goretti, Vg
& Mtr)

7 July
Feria of
Trinity 5
(Bl Peter To
Rot, Mtr)

8 July
Feria of
Trinity 5

10 July
Feria of
Trinity 5
(St Mary on
Saturday)

11 July
SIXTH
SUNDAY
AFTER
TRINITY

12 July
Feria of
Trinity 6

13 July
Feria of
Trinity 6
(St Henry)

14 July
Feria of
Trinity 6
(St Camillus
de Lellis, Pr)

15 July
Feria of
Trinity 6
(St
Bonaventure,
Bp & Dr)

9 July
Feria of
Trinity 5
(St
Augustine
Zhao Rong,
Pr & Comp)
16 July
Feria of
Trinity 6
(Our Lady of
Mount
Carmel)

18 July
SEVENTH
SUNDAY
AFTER
TRINITY

19 July
Feria of
Trinity 7

20 July
Feria of
Trinity 7
(St
Apollinaris,
Bp & Mtr)

21 July
Feria of
Trinity 7
(St Lawrence
of Brindisi,
Pr & Dr)

22 July
ST MARY
MAGDALENE

23 July
Feria of
Trinity 7
(St Bridget
of Sweden,
Rlg)

24 July
Feria of
Trinity 7
(St Sharbel
Makhlūf, Pr)

25 July
EIGHTH
SUNDAY
AFTER
TRINITY

26 July
Ss Joachim
& Anne,
Parents of
the BVM

27 July
Feria of
Trinity 8

28 July
Feria of
Trinity 8

29 July
Ss Martha,
Mary &
Lazarus

30 July
Feria of
Trinity 8
(St Peter
Chrysologus,
Bp & Dr)

31 July
St Ignatius
Loyola, Pr

17 July
Feria of
Trinity 6
(St Mary on
Saturday)

The Holy Father’s Intention for July: “We pray that, in social, economic and political situations
of conflict, we may be courageous and passionate architects of dialogue and friendship.”
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